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Editor's Notes
Willis W. Porter was 19 years old on March 30, 1862.
The population of the state of Maine was 628,279 (626,952 White and 1,327 Free Negro).
His father had a lumber mill near Old Town, Maine.
His July entries in a Brown's Almanac follow:
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July
7 Monday

I

8 Tuesday

home from Stillwater bunched pickets

9 Wednes.

Done not much

I
I
I
I
I
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I
I

Worked around mill

10 Thursday

Hawed potatoes began teaming

11 Friday

One trip to Stillwater

12 Saturday

One .... Stillwater went to Division

13 Sunday

Went to meeting

14 Monday

One trip to Stillwater

(Editor's note: The trips to Stillwater are explained by the following document that was saved
in the box of letters)

August
20 Wednes.

Hayed

21 Thursday

Hayed

22 Friday

Hayed
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August
23 Saturday

Hayed & made road

24 Sunday

Went to meeting

25 Monday

Hayed

Pushaw Falls, Sept. 21 , 1862
My friend Etta
I take this opportunity to answer your kind letter of the 12th of Sept. I have just come
home from meeting Jerry preaches today, we are all well as usual, except Mother, she is not
very well.... Josiah, Nettie, Sadiie, Nelson & myself was up to campmeeting, we went up
thursday morning & came home Saturday night. we didn't stop on the ground only one night,
but stoped at our aunts about 2 miles from the ground, the last night friday we stayed on the
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ground in the coimna tent, but did not sleep much they had a meeting most all night. it was
about two oclock when we retired. they had a short sermon in the morning & then dispersed.
it was the first campmeeting I ever was to I liked it pretty well I should liked it better if we
had had a tent of our own ... I guess Martha dose not have any other "gallants' since Charles
went away she has letters from him often since he went from Bangor. ... Be you going to keep
school this winter? I heard some one say they expected you would keep here I expect we
shall have a long school this winter; we want a teacher here that will not show any partiality
but let them know they have all got to mind, & I think you are the teacher we want here. I
want to go to school this winter if we do not go up river a lumbering: I expect school teaching
is somewhat wearjsome with its cares and responsibilities; yet it will ~ 1bem when they
can see the effects of their labours in after years.
There isnt any cases of diptheria in our village now, Helen has had it but had it light. ... l
think this war is a great evil to our country. But it could not be avoided, the rebels have been
trying to invade the soil of the free states, but have been repulsed with great loss & driven
back to their own state, I hope we are just beginning to see the end of this rebelion ... what
pleasant evenings we have had along back, it was almost to pleasant to stay in the home. did
you ever look at the evening star just after dark, it is in the east, we all was looking at it a
few nights ago to see it, it looks as though it keeps moving around, Please write if you expect
to keep school here t h i s ~ ... We are going to have our land divided tomorrow ... You told
me "not to be flattered", in your last, I was not but I think you will have to flatter me a little
in thisl
yours
W .M. Porter
I think them was nice verses you sent me; but they are not always sitting,"side by side,, in
such a case, I cannot find any thing to send you that will be interesting so I will close ... Please
write soon & answer these few Hoes
From your friend
W.M.Porter

November
21 Friday

Bunched & sawed shingles

22 Saturday

Bunched Shingles

23 Sunday

S. School done went to meeting

Monday eve
Pushaw Fall Nov 24/62
Dear Friend Esther
I now take my pen to answer your letter that I rec'd some weeks ago, I own that I feel all most
ashamed I have been so negligent but I presume you will excuse me when I tell you the reason,
The Bible says seek first the Kingdom of God & his righteousness & all things else shall be

added
O Etta that is my desire I think I can say I am trying to live a different life. One week ago
last friday eve I went to class meeting & I think it did me good. since then I have been trying
to do the will of my Heavenly Father. 0 the peace there is in believing. it has been my
greatest hinderance my unbelief but I think I feel a change, last night we had a good meeting ...!
expect to go to Bangor tomorrow if it is fair weather, it has snowed a little here ...
Etta you wanted me to write an acrostic on your name, but you must excuse me this time as I
have had my mind turned another way most of the time: I will try to make up something next
time I dont know but you have forgot that there is such a person as me it has been so long
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since you have heard from me. But Etta I have thought of you many times & thought of writing
but could not think of any thing to write of interey You said you thought I was very much
"enmoured" when I was up to campmeeting with some up there: Now Etta I guess you did not
really think so I dont think it would hardly be prudent for a person of my age to be fast in
matters pertaining to their future welfare do you?
You said when your school was done you expected to make a visit here if nothing prevents,
but I suppose something did prevent you as you did not come: I expect Mr. Griffin is going to ·
try to get a Wilson Girl to teach here this winter I dont know what he wants to do that for as
most all of the district is in favour of having you teach.
Our Division meets down here occassionally: I rec'd a paper the other day it was a Maine
Temperance Journal I think I knew the writing on the wrapper: whoever it is I am much
obliged to them for it. it is a very good paper. I must close as I want to start at 4 oclock;
Remember me in your prayers: From
Willis M. Porter
Miss Esther H. Friend
Please write soon
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(EDITOR'S NOTES: The Civil War Day by Day: An Almanac 1861-1865 by £.B. Long with
Barbara Long, Foreword by Bruce Catton, A DaCapo Paperback, is the source of the centered
quotations and the maps used throughout this presentation of WMP's notes and letters.)
January 1, 1863. The Emancipation Proclamation.

"September, 1863 ... Many Northerners realized that despite
Gettysburg and Vicksburg the war was not near an end.
Southerners took comfort in the fact that despite defeats in
Pennsylvania and on the Mississippi, the confederacy was still
afloat and fighting." (Long. op. cit,. 403)

Bangor Sept. 4, 1863
Dear Esther:
I rec'd yours of yesterday this mom and ... in answer to our furlough we told the
Provost Marshal we wanted to go to camp meeting etc. & he let us off ... I am teaming now
but think I shant do much next week... I have got to be back thursday ...as my furlough is out
Saturday & I have to report then. If you want to go to cp meeting and can if you will come
down fri. or Sat. & go to camp meeting part of the next week I will carry you back to
Greenbush or if you can't come write and let me know and I will try and come up there some
time next week. I will do as you requested about the letters & presume you'll burn or keep
them I've sent you safe...lf l should come up there when would be the best time I should like
very much to go to you school part of the day. it would seem like old times, now if you can
read this you will do well as it is written in a hurry from
Willie
P.S. write soon so I can get the letter first of next week.
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WILLIS M. PORTER
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(Editor's note: Diary in pencil from Sept. 22, 1863 through March 8, 1864. Sometimes
hopelessly smudged & blurred.)

Sept 22nd

Started from home and came to Bangor in the cars arrived in B. at 9 oclk
Reported & went to the rendyervous at 3 pm oclk.

Sept23

Come from Bangor to Portland in the Daniel Webster then in a tugboat to
Mackeys Island

Sept24

Camped & didn't do much got my things marked

Sept25

Wrote a letter they sent a squad of 150 men to the 16th ME Regt T.G.
Erskine J . Brackett & Otis Getchell going with them
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Sept 26

Rained. Dug a few clams etc.

Sept27

Sunday kept tent most of the time, wrote 1 letter

Sept 28

Warm and pleasant bought one peck of apples to sell

Dear Esther:

Mackeys Island, Portland Harber
Sept. 28th 1863

I improve this pleasant monday morning in writing you a few lines, to let you know where
we are.
We came here last wednesday, came from Bangor in the steamer Dani Webster to P. then
took the tug boat for this island arriving here about 7 oclock PM. we had our knapsacks
searched to see if we carried firearms after which, they marched us to our tents where we
encamped for the night sleeping on the ground with but one blanket under and two over us yet
we didn't get cold. We have got some hay to sleep on now so we sleep very comfortable.
Chas. H. Josiah & I camp together the tents is calculated to hold four, but we thought three
was enough so we didn't admit another one. When we came here we found Thos. Erskine and J.
Brackett here, they went to long island friday in a squad going to the 16th Me. Regt. Weslay
Glidden and three more I am acquainted with is here, I expect we shall go tomorrow we shall
stop at Boston a few days I presume, we expect to go into the 19th Me.
It was a very pleasant day here yesterday but it didn't seem much like sunday at home, but
it was quite quiet for a place where there is so many, some you will hear after dark crowing
some bleating and some hurrahing for"Jeff Lincoln," we call such neutrals.
The boat comes here twice a day at ten AM, the mail leaves and about six PM it comes in.
as for living we fare pretty well get sometimes beef, bread & tea & again some beens tea &
bread they say we don't draw more than one-half of our rations that we do in the army, but
we stand it very well I helped them bring the rations this morning for our ward we drawed
25 1/2 lbs pork 4 3/4 lbs tea & bread to last us till tomorrow at eight oclock.
I haven't had my picture taken yet there is two saloons here, but they don't take
Photographs. I will get them taken as soon as I get a chance you spoke about sending me yours
picture I have a case with me one of the small size if you'll send me one of yours I'll take
good care of it. I have the small one with me now and would like very well to have a larger
one. If you write soon as you get this direct to: Long Island Boston Harber, Mass. conscript
camp.
From your true Friend,
Willie
I haven't written before because I didnt know where for you to direct a letter write soon & all
the news it is most time for the mail to close so I must stop Good bye.
W.M. Porter
Miss E.H. Friend

Sept29

Warm and pleasant signed the payrolls and recd my one hundred dollar
bounty. left Mackays II. for Long Island Mass. at night arrived at Long Island
about 5 oclock in the morning the 30th inst.

Sept30

Put up tents and moved in wrote one letter & sent it home
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Oct 1

Took down tents at 11 oclock am & at 3 went on board ... embarked
for Alexandria Left Boston at evening

Oct 2

Pleasant but foggy run over Nantucket shoals about 6 oclock a.m. seasick
some

Oct3

Seasick most all day didn't eat much

Oct4

Made Cape Henry about daylight then made Fortress Monroe ... a.m. then
sailed to Portsmouth & left the ... troops then back up the Potomac River

Oct 5

Arrived at Alexandria at one oclock pm. went on shore about six camped for
the night in the barracks station

I
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Railroads, 1827 - 1850 Eastern Division. Long, op, cjt., following p. 562.
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Oct6

Came from Alexandria on the cars to Culpepper then marched two miles
about N.West to join the regiment went in to Co. K

Oct?

Fixed up camp. drilled a little in the pm. wrote a letter home

Thursday
Octa

Went on guard at 9 oclock am.
Near Culpepper, Va.
Friday Eve. Oct 9 1863

Dear Esther after getting settled down in the regiment I take a few moments to write We
arrived here last tuesday night. I will let you know we are in the 19th Regt. & Co. K
We left Mackeys Island, at night Sept 29 in the steamer Montreal and arrived at long island
Boston Mass. the next morning about 4 oclock we didn't stop there only one night, here we
found Thos. Erskine and J. Brackett and I found one of my cousins here they were all going
into the 16th Me. Regt. we all started the next morning for alexandria on board the steamer
Forrest City there was about 850 soldiers on board 300 N.H. and the rest Maine I said we
started - that is we got on board but didnt leave until most night I was some sea sick on the
voyage but soon got over it when I got on shore. We arrived at Portsmouth Va. Oct. 4 where
we left the N.H. troops then back passing the well known fortress Monroe we got to Alex. the
next day at one oclk PM. we stoped in the barracks over night, here we got our equipments
and the next day came by rail to Culpepper, then marched here it is roll call so I must stop.
Oct. 1O We was called on to be ready to march at a minutes notice after roll call so I didnt
finish this. we are still under marching orders we have drawn 8 days rations and that seems
to indicate a forward movement but an army is often called out to see how quick they can get
ready we don't know where we shall go if we march, some says one place & some another.
They put Josiah & me on guard the next day after we arrived here & Chas. on picket we
didn't have any rubber blankets to wear, I got some cold, I got a rubber last night so to be
prepared for another detail as guard if we are called There was a man to be shot here
yesterday but after they got his grave dug an order came countermanding the execution till
further orders.
Chas. had a letter from home yesterday the folks was all well there, I haven't recd. any
letters from you yet, I believe I told you to direct to Long Island before write and direct to
Washington, D.C. 19th Me. Regt. Co. K.
I sent back to Long Island by out sargent to have the letters forwarded please write soon and
often I must stop as the mail soon closes.
From your friend

W.M. Porter

Oct9

Came off guard at 9 am fixed up tent was ordered to pack up and be ready
at a minutes notice Went on dress parade

"October 9, Friday. Bristoe, Virginia, campaign to October
22. Lee's Army of Northern Virginia was on the move. After
crossing the Rapidan, the Confederate troops moved west and
northward once more, attempting to turn Meade's right flank
and head toward Washington." (Long, op, cjt,, 419)
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Map of Railroads from Long, qp,cjt,. following page 562.
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Oct 10

"October 10, Saturday. Extensive skirmishing broke out in the
Rapidan area of Virginia as Federals probed to find the
meaning of Lee's advance northward. Fighting erupted near
Culpepper Court House, ... Brandy Station, Morton's Ford ...
and Warrenton or Sulpher Springs." (Long, op, cjt.. 420)
Sunday
11

Struck tents at 12 oclock & marched towards the Rappahannock crossed the Oct
Rappahannock about noon came to Bealton Station about 3 pm & stoped for
the night

Monday

Struck tents and got packed up Wrote a letter home about noon started and
went back to within 5 ms. of Culpepper & camped heard heavy firing

12
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Wrote one letter drawed 8 days rations struck tents & marched about 1O or
15 miles camped

Oct 13

Struck tents about 11 & started toward sulphur springs & stoped & ate
breakfast in a field 5 or 6 ms S.E. of S. Springs heard firing marched back
& camped for the night near Warrenton juncton

"October 14, Wednesday. Engagement at Bristoe Station, Virginia. A. P. Hill's (Confederate) leading corps of the Army of
Northern Virginia struck the retreating rear units of Meade's
(Federal) Army of the Potomac near Bristoe Station, Va."
(Long, op, cit,. 422)

Oct 14

Left W. Junction about 5 & went to the R.R. & ate dinner then to Bristoe
Station had a fight with the rebs drove them began to march along the Rail
Road.

"October 15, Thursday. The Army of Northern Virginia and the
Army of the Potomac, facing each other in the area along Bull
Run skirmished ... and at Oak Hill." (Long, op, cjt,, 422)

Oct 15

Arrived at Bull Run about 4 am. camped down and slept about 4 hours then
moved a little ways and layed down & the rebs shelled over us. camped
over night.

Oct 16

Went on picket at 9 a.m. some rainy drawed 4 days rations

Oct 17

Came off picket at M drawed 4 days rations warm & pleasant washed my
outside shirt & stockings

Oct 18

Ordered to pack up but didn't start today sung some & read some wrote
two letters

Oct 19

Ordered to pack up left B. Run came to Manases & ate dinner layed down on
the ground marched to good camp ground and camped for the night

Oct
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"October 20, Tuesday. The Confederate cavalry retired
across the Rappahannock as the campaign toward Bristoe and
Manassas ended, resulting in little change of territory and few
losses. Confederate losses for Oct. 10-21 were 205 killed,
1176 wounded, a total of 1381 casualties. Federal casualties
are put at 136 killed, 733 wounded, and 1433 missing or
captured for a total of 2292." (Long, op. cit., 424)

Oct20

Struck tents & marched near Warrenton junction passing thru New
Baltimore & Aubarn camped for the night

Oct 21

Didn't move had inspection of arms drawed a ration of beef

Oct22

Didn't move had inspection of arms wrote one letter

Oct23

Left our encampment at about 7 am. and marched near Warrenton & pitched
tents drawed a ration of beef & pork

Oct24

Rainy Rec'd a letter from E Rained most all day drawed 3 days rations

Oct25

Sunday cold wrote 1 letter & sent it read some drawed 3 days rations
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Near Warrenton, Va
Sunday October 25, 1863
Dear Etta: with pleasure do I take my pen this morning to answer yours of the 18th...
Since I wrote you last we've been on a move and been in one engagement the same day I sent
your letter we was ordered to pack up and be ready to march at a minutes notice. We drawed
8 days rations and about noon took up our march & went towards the Rapidan River and
marched till night then camped down for the night. In the mom, or rather about 2 o'clock in
the night, we started. we went back towards the Rappahannock River, crossed it and about 3
am. we stopped at what is called Bealton station and we was glad enough to stop, i tell you
with our 8 days ration knapsack, canteen, gunbelt & cartridge box, 40 rounds of cartridges in
it. It made quite a load especially for new hands. We stoped for the night & the next morn
started back again towards Culpepper. I won't tell you every place we went to but suffice to
say I have crossed the Rappahannock 4 times since I've been out here. Next we went to within
about six of Sulpher Springs where they had quite a brush with the Rebs. Here we found out
that the Rebs was trying to flank us so we fell back to what is called Bristow station. Here
we found the rebs. we got a chance behind the railroad so we had the advantage of them.
They soon came over the hill within 20 or 30 rods of us & it was then that we rose our hands
to take aim. The word was "fire" and no quicker did we fire than the most of them left except
some sharpshooters which was soon surrounded and them that didn't skedaddle was taken. We
took (our brigade) some 500 or 600 prisoners and 4 canon & 2 colors. We had in our regiment
one man killed and 1O to 14 wounded. We was ordered to be in readiness to march at a
moment's notice last night but we are here yet. It is very pleasant today here. It rained
Friday night & most all day yesterday but the ground dries quickly after a shower. We are
here close to 2 or 3 houses J and I was to one this morning & tried to get some soft bread but
we couldn't. There is a guard around the house & they have to feed them. The woman told me
that they had a "right smart family". We should say a large family.
Coming back we picked Persimmons so called they are about as large as a small apple and
when ripe taste very good. Are you aquainted with a man by the name of Tilton from
Plymouth he is in my Co. he says he lives close to your father when at home he is well as
the rest of us we most all have colds probably we shall draw our overcoats soon as we get a
chance. J. Brackett & ... went as substitutes they are in the 16 ME. I haven't heard from
them since we left Alexandria. I am much obliged to Mr. Mannings folks for their
remembrance of me but should much rather be there this morning to have another piece of that
pie we had before going to bed. I must close now write soon and often & remember me at the
throne of grace.
From your Friend

W. M. Porter
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Railroad Map from Long, op, cit., following p. 562.
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Nov 10

Struck tents & moved about 3 miles towards culpepper went into some old
camps the rebs had evacuated

Nov. 11

Fixed up camp Went on guard at night

Nov 12

Rec'd a letter from home come off guard at 9 am. fixed up chimney some
not very well got cold

Nov 13

Fixed up camp a little washed our clothes etc.

Nov 14

Made chimney & fixed up camp Went on dress parade

Sunday
Nov 15

Ordered to pack up and be ready to march at a moments warning went on
inspection of equipment etc had dress parade & a prayer by the
chaplain

.J)

I\)

0

21

Nov 21

Rainy some went to the 3rd Corps got some currant jelly

Nov 22

Sunday. had inspection also a dress parade. Had a sermon by the chaplain &
a prayer

Nov 23

Washed in am. in pm. had a batalion drill and a dress parade

Nov 24

Packed up & left camps about 1/2 past 5 am. marched about two miles then
turned about & come back to camp again. Rainy, Got a beef tongue etc &
cooked it

Nov 25

Drilled a little in am. went in pm. to the 15th Mass ... & got some
blackberry preserves & a balona sausage & some souse tripe

Nov 26

Thursday Left camp about light and marched till after dark then camped

Nov 27

Started about light & marched till we came to the reb pickets our regt sent
on picket at night

Nov28

Regt out skirmishing Rained hard ... returned to ... cold...

Sunday
Nov 29, 1863

Marched & countermarched in most all directions till most pm. when we
encamped for nt.

Monday. 30th

About ... started & went in front of the rebs fortifications arriving 5 oc
ordered to charge then but didn't on some acct. layed here till nt. then our
regt. went ... very cold
"December, 1863... In Virginia Meade's Mine Run campaign
had failed but he still threatened Lee." (Long, op. cit,. 441)

Tues. Dec 1

6 g_c morn relieved by another regt. & joined brigades. Tues pm. was
ordered in front formed line of battle builed brest works stayed till 9 Q.C at
nt. then started on return march. marched all night crossing the Rapidan
Weds mom halted about 2 hours & made coffee about 1O am. then came to
our old encampment with what of the army wasn't to tired to get there that
night arriving about 8 or 9 oc distance of march some twenty five or thirty
miles
"December 2, Wednesday. The Army of the Potomac was
completing its withdrawal to north of the Rapidan In Virginia,
abandoning the abortive Mine Run Campaign." (Long, op. cit.,
442)

Dec 2nd 1863

Came had the diherrea some didn't do much

Dec 4

Finished writing a letter home (sent 1$ in the letter) & sent also recd one
from home had the diherrea pretty severe drawed a days ration of soft
bread

Satdy Dec 5

Left camps & come about 4 or 5 Ms in a S direction. not very smart

22
Sunday Dec 6

Fixed up camp a little etc. In pm. had an adress by the chaplain

Mand. Dec 7

Struck tents & about 9 am. left went about 1 1/2 or 2 ms. in about NW
direction then stoped & pitched tents on the slope of a hill

Tues Dec 8

Went to old camps & got a load of boards Wrote a letter & sent it home
drawed a ration of soft tac etc.

Dec 9

Went to old camp & got boards etc. etc.

Thurs Dec 10

Went on inspection of bridges went to the sutlers & got some butter

Friday Dec 11

Went on inspection in morning some cool

Dec 12

Came off picket got our box that was sent from home in the pm.

Sunday Dec 13

Laid still wrote a letter ... (smudged)
Oak Hill, Va.
Dec. 13, 1863

Dear Esther: ... We are now encamped on this hill about two miles northwest of a small
vilage called Stephensburg & some three miles from Brandy Station, just in sight of our old
camps, we left before the campaign across the Rapidan. I suppose youve seen by the accts in
the papers of the army crossing the Rapidan & of its falling back etc. We left our old camps
thanksgiving morning early & marched all day crossing the Rapidan that day & so on the next
towards the land of dixie thus passed friday, but saturday morning was ordered to load guns
and be ready, but we didn't have much to do that day only had some pretty brisk skirmishing
(the pickets did) We marched & countermarched most all day. it being Sunday I was glad we
didn't have a battle that day. But about two the next morning we was called up & ordered to
march directly soon we started (?) out went about two or three miles then was drawn up in
line of battle & ordered to fix baronets & be ready to make a charge on the reb breastworks
which was some 3/4 of a mile distant we was addressed by General Webb commanding our
division (the 2nd) He said we could carry them at the point of the baronet we was ordered to
lay down also to take off knapsacks which we did with a will, it was pretty cold, but when it
come light we could see them the rebs and hear them chopping to make breastworks we didn't
make the charge our Generals was to wise to loose men for nothing, if the charge had been
made and we carried the first works probably they had more to fall back to, so we took the
wisest course, I think, to fall back that
night in the woods a little but our regt. was detailed to go on skirmish line we deployed out &
went as near the reb pickets as was prudent then sent out pickets. We had to relieve every
hour so we wasn't allowed to sleep, We was relieved by another regt. just before light & we
joined our brigade. Perhaps this long yarn won't interest you but a few words more and it is
done. Tues. we build a strong brest work & made large fires & laid down. We was soon called
up & about 9 oclock eve left there, marched all that night & the next morning recrossed the
Rapidan marched till about ten & stoped for the first time to rest since starting to make
coffee we laid there about two hours then up & forward again & about 5 or 9 in the eve,
reached our old camps. That is what didn't get lost in the mud & dark or was to tired to come
up that night & camped down anywhere they could get a chance. It took us a few days to get
limbered up again & a few nights to make up them two that we was on march & on picket. A
few days ago we went towards the rapidan, stoped a few days then came back here & general
opinion is that we shall stop here this winter. About getting the war closed up so to be at
home next may to go a-maying, it looks rather doubtful.
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I should like tho to be at home then. It seems by the papers that they are enlisting very
fast now that looks well for our country I hope they will get them all by enlistment We have
the Bangor Whig & Courier once a week father subscribed for it 6 months & has it sent to us.
01 I must tell you that we recd a box from home yesterday it started the 20 of Nov. & it was
gladly recd. I tell you after living on hard tac & beef so long it was quite acceptable the things
all kept good except some sausages they molded & spoild the apples rotted some the cakes
& pies cheese etc was good Also Charles had a box come he had a chicken in his & it molded
& spoild his pies & turnovers I must close as it is bed time we had a short sermon this pm.
by the chaplain but I was to far off to hear where the text was. Good nt. W.
Monday. I didn't get this done to send by mail last night. I will try to send it tonight. I
don't feel very well, feel lame. I ranched my back luging a log & expect I got cold in it, but we
bathed in liniment & feel some better.
From W. M. Porter
Tues
Dec 15

made camp a little & cleaned up street

Dec 16

Cleaned up gun & had a general inspection swept up ground and cut stumps

Thurs
Dec 17

Rainy detaild & cut wood part of day to hospital wrote a letter & sent it
home

Friday
Dec 18

muded up chimney and fixed up camp etc.

Saturday
Dec 19

Detailed to go to the Station after rations got back about sunset, wrote for a

Sunday
Dec20

Pretty cold. Washed clothes & read some

Monday
Dec21

Finished muding up camp and chimney

Dec22

Went to old camp & fixed chimney, drew a pair of pants

Dec23

Detailed to go codraying came off detail at night

Dec24

Fixed up camp etc.

Dec25

Christmas bought a few things & sold them

Dec26

Saturday Washed clothes. cut wood at Colonels awhile drew 3 days rations

Sunday Dec 27

Detailed to go on picket to be gone three days, on reserve

Monday Dec 28

Still on the reserve some rainy, rained all last night went on post at 9 pm.

Dec29

Still on post pleasant with some wind Picket line about 3 or 4 miles from
the Rapidan relieved at 4 pm. went back on support

box

24
Dec30

Pleasant. Come off picket at M. & cleaned up gun

Dec31
Thursday

Rainy. Mustered wrote a letter & sent to J (?) ... detailed & went after
wood for headquarters
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"By the third winter of the war the character of the conflict
had altered and the future was more definite. As hope
lessened in the South it increased somewhat in the North. The
Federal war objective was clear, made so by policy and
action, implemented by manpower and material supremacy.
Emancipation was an irrevocable commitment. Military
conquest of the Confederacy was being pursued relentlessly.
The Lincoln administration faced an election, but would that
really make a difference?
"In the South, they felt pressed back toward their inner
bastion, and the dreams of Northern collapse, foreign
intervention, lifting the blockade, and dramatic military
victories became more and more nebulous. No military
campaigns or great battles appeared immediate, but the threat
was there and many believed it was only a matter of time until
disaster. The armies in Virginia ... and elsewhere were
quiet, but guerilla activities and small skirmishes were
almost continuous. It was a time of regrouping, reassignment
of commanders, and soul-searching." (Long, op. cjt,, 451)
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Map of Virginia. op, cjt,. following p. 562
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(Editor's note: Diary-Notebook smudged, difficult to read and repititious Jan. 1 through Feb.
28. The weather, inspections, dress parades, washing, mending, getting wood, going on
pickett or guard duty, letters from home.)
" Februrary 6, Saturday... On the Rapidan in Virginia Federal
forces crossed the river at Morton's Ford and ran into
trouble. Pinned down by confederate fire, they withdrew
north of the river at night..." (Long, op, cjt., 461)

Near Brandy Station, Va.
Feby 8th 1864
Dear Esther ... I presume ere this you've heard of the move that's been made by this army.
Saturday morning about seven we left camps went about six miles to come up in line of battle
on the banks of the "Rapidan laid there until night then crossed the river and marched a little
ways and was ordered to lay down to rest which we did by laying down our guns and laying on
them with one rubber blanket over us. it was raining some but it only made us sleep sounder
those that was lucky enough to get to sleep But we didn't lay here long our brigade was sent
on the skirmish line where we stayed awhile then fell back across the river again. here we
laid until the next night at dark (sunday) when we fell back to camp arriving in camp about ten
at night - we had two wounded in this regiment one in Co. (?) through the hand, & the Orderly
Sergeant of our Co. he was hit in the head when crossing the river. our Capt. went to see him
this forenoon the ball isn't got out yet but they think there is hope of his recovery. I am sorry
for him as we shall miss him very much, he was promoted as 2nd Lieut & his commission
came the day after being wounded. I expect we went out there to take the cavalrys place
while they made a raid across the river. it seemed to be sport for us to stand on a rising
piece of ground & see the rebs shells go, we could see the rebs just across the river in their
rifle pits, but I presume it wasn't much sport for some of them as some of our Corps was in
an engagement with the rebs. haven't heard yet how they made it. yes i recd a paper from
you, am much obliged. will send you one sometime we get the B. Herrald & Washington
Chronicle here... You spoke of going to Pushaw sometime I hope you will. I should like to be
there two wouldn't it seem like old times if you go there call & see our folks. Is your school
keeping now?
I am going to have some Potographs taken soon I went over the other day but they hadn't
begun to take potographs then but would soon. the boys say I am fattening up but I can't see as i
have much my head troubles me some this winter but hope it won't much. We have meetings
here most every evening & good ones to many have found this Pearl of great price & are now
rejoicing in the Lord. I want to go tonight if I can you wanted me to write a piece for the Exp.
but I haven't had time yet don't know as I shall have as a soldier can't collect his thoughts as
he can at home. Must close Good night J. is eating so will close. from Willie
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"March 26, Saturday. Lieut. Gen. Grant was in Virginia again;
he established his permanent headquarters with the Army of
the Potomac at Culpeper Court House." (Long, op, cjt,, 478)
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(Editor's note: Diary notebook in pencil until May 18, 1864)
May 1st

Sunday inspection. Fair

32
May 2

Moved camp across the street tore down the old ones

"May 3, Tuesday. The orders went out from Gen. U.S. Grant
through Maj. Gen. George G. Meade that the Army of the
Potomac was to move across the Rapidan next morning, march
around the right flank of Lee's Army of Northern Virginia, and
head toward Richmond once more." (Long, op, cjt,, 491)
" 3rd

Policed & fixed camp. Fair Broke camp at ??

"May 4, Wednesday. Army of the Potomac crosses the
Rapidan. 'Soon after midnight, May 3d--4th the Army of the
Potomac moved out from Its position north of the Rapidan, to
start upon that memorable campaign.' So wrote Gen. Grant. It
was the beginning of the big Federal push in Virginia that
culminated in the selge of Petersburg and finally Appomattox."
(Long, op, cjt,. 492)
" 4th

Marched in a direction towards Fredericksburg. Crossed the Rapidan Fair

"May 5, Thursday. Battle of the wilderness begins. 'It is a
beautiful spring day on which all this bloody work is being
done,' wrote a Confederate private of the Army of Northern
Virginia. In Virginia's WIiderness Gouverneur K. Warren's
Fifth Corps faced Richard Ewell's Second Corps on the Orange
Turnpike. The first great battle of 1864 was joined. (Long,
op, cit,, 492)
" 5

Started at five in the mom Fair marching southward

"May 6, Friday. The casualties were staggering. Of over
100,000 Federals engaged, 2246 were killed, 12, 037
wounded, and 3383 missing for a total of 17, 666;
Confederates numbered something over 60,000; losses are
uncertain but probably totaled more than 7500."
(Long, op, cjt,, 494)
" 6

Went into battle about 7 in morning the Rebels flanked us so we fell back
went in again about eleven when we was relieved & fell back. Then at one
we went out on the flank again Our Colonel was wounded in leg
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"May 7, Saturday. By midevening Grant's troops were on
their way toward Spotsylvania Court House to the southeast.
Spotsylvania Court House was important only because roads
went through it to Chancellorsville, Wilderness Tavern, and
Fredericksburg." (Long. op. cit,, 495)
May7

Layed behind brestworks till night then layed near the 6 Me Battery

Maya

Sunday Started at light & marched toward Fredericksburg

May9

Out on Skirmish line

May 10

Went to front: Charged the Enemy driving them into their works

"May 11, Wednesday. To the north there was a breathing
spell along the entrenched lines around Spotsylvania, with

only a reconnaissance on Grant's left flank by men of
Burnside's corps." (Long. op. cit,. 499)
May 11

Built brestworks AM 11 oc night marched...

May 12

5 oc a.m. charged the enemy driving them from 2 or 3 lines of works
taking many prisoners During which I was wounded in left arm slight &
Josiah in right shoulder Rainy. hard fighting

May 13

Come to Fredericksburg

"May 13, Friday. Late in the day, Warren's corps in Virginia
shifted around to the left as Grant, having failed to break
Lee's line at Spotsylvania, continued his move to the south and

east." (Long, op. cit,, 500)

Near Spottslyvania. On Battle ground
May 13 1864
Dear Etta, I will drop you a few lines as I have opportunity this morning & a chance to send a
letter, the first chance since we left camp about ten days ago. We have been fighting more or
less for the past 8 days, yesterday we had a hard battle. We charged on the rebs works
taking three lines of works & many prisoners and cannon, I was wounded in the left arm
slightly. Josiah was hit in the right shoulder but it isn't a very bad wound I guess as he is
writing now. I am here in the hospital now but I think I shall be so to join the Regt. in a few
days, though I feel quite worn down with marchings, the past 36 hours before last night I
didn't sleep I don't think one hour in all & before we used to be called up often at night by
hearing the pickets firing to be ready for an attack. One of our boys came in this morning he
said the rebs fell back over him he was wounded & laid in their lines until this morning when
he came in. Chas. Holems was wounded last Tuesday in a charge we made on the enemy. I
haven't seen him but they say he isn't seriously wounded. He was hit by a limb in the back
caused by the explosion of a shell. They say we have the Rabi. Genl. Johnston & Stewart also
the Guerila Masby. I hope so but haven't anything official about it. I think I ought to feel very
thankful! that I & J got off as well as we did when so many around us was falling. We had our
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Colonel & Major wounded. 0 Etta about my picture did I tell you I went to have it taken & the
saloon was taring down to leave. I was sorry but it couldn't be helped then shall try again
when I have a chance. Write soon to your friend Willie.
My head troubles me some but I hope it will be better soon. Good Bye for this time.
I began a letter to you before leaving camp but I didn't have a chance to send it, write soon
to W. There is many here wounded it is an affecting cene but such is war. We must put our
trust in him who knows best what we should be. Remember me in your prayers, WMP

May 14

Stayed at Fredericksburg

May 15

Come to Belle Plains & come to Washington at night

May 16

Went into the Lincoln Hospital Ward 13

"

17

Quite cool excellent for the wounded: my arm some lame

"

18

Had a shower some transferred

"

19

Fair Wrote home etc.

"

21

Fair Had the diarrhea

"

23

Had a pass to go to the city saw (???) also recd two months pay and 25
dollars bounty

May31

Worked at Ward No 44 some

June 1

Worked at Ward No 41 all day

Lincoln Gen'I Hospital
June 21864
Dear ..• I am at work as nurse in ward 47 now and have been for the past two or three days.
but don't know but I shall come back here to work the Dr. just told me if I was able he wanted
me to work here. I shouldn't have went there until I was better but they hadn't any nurse
there so I went I feel quite week now & I have a cold it has settled on my lungs some but I am
in hopsed it will leave me soon the Dr. gave me some thing for it last night & this morning. J.
& I are going to have a pass today to go to the city I will try to get my picture taken ... it isn't
very pleasant to be sick. I find it so, laying around on the battle field so much in rains & mud
it will break down the strongest constitution - after a while then we layed at Fred'cksburg
two nights with nothing hardly to eat then come here & I had the diarrhea for a while, but
think I shall gain my orrigonal strength by staying here a while The Dr wants to detail me to
be a nurse I may be detailed after I get the hang a little
It seems Grant is determined to have Richmond at any cost - I hope he will take it then I
shall soon look for peace to be restored our army is as large as when it left camp
reinforcements have been going most - all the time the 18 Me. is to the front...l must close as
it is time to go for the Pass...
From your True Friend
Willis M. Porter
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June 6

Joined the Division of the sons of Temperance went to work in rooms a
shower

" 8

Went to city Went into the house & senate chambers also went to the
Smithitonian Institute

" 10

Jos started for home on a furlough of 30 days I went to City with him

" 12

Sunday went to meeting Fair: Resolves 1st Resolved that I will attend
the house of prayer whenever I can consistently and I aint to tired to go
after working all day, 2nd Resolved that I will try to improve my time in
trying to learn more each day & be employed in some good work, 3rd
Resolved not to drink any intoxicating liquors - with other good resolutions

(Editor's note: June 10, 1864 letter from "your affectionate friend Etta", postmark Maine,
June 14)
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(Editor's note: Diary-Notebook entries until July 4 similar to previous material: weather,
service in wards, to the City on pass, showers, etc.)
July 4

Had Ice cream for dinner etc.

July 11

Showery. Sent men from the hospital to meet the rebel invasion in Md.

"

12

July 14
II

Fair & rebs retreating

15

Fair & went blackberrying

18

Transferred. started at 7 a.m. went on board the Steamer Conn. went to
Alexandria then took the Steamer Ballic for NY. Pleasant weather

July 19

"

Showery Heard canonading N.W. of the city firing from our forts some

Fair Passed Fortress Monroe at 4 PM

20

Arrived at Blackwells Island hospital about 9 oclk in the evening

22

Fair. Still in hospital

27

Fair. Not very well
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(Editor's note: Diary-notebook July 30 thru Aug 13 notes on weather, letters from home and
friends)
Aug 14

Sunday Ward Master of Ward 8 (female

"

15

Monday Fair still in Ward as Ward Master

"

16

Recd a furlough of twenty days Left NY about 5 PM went to fall river in the
Steamer Metropolis

"

17

Left fall river at 5 AM arrived in Boston at 1/2 past 8 AM took the 3 PM
cars for Portland Stoped in Portland over night

" 18

Took the 1 oclock train arrived in Augusta at 4 PM

" 19

Come from Augusta to Bangor arrived in B at 8 eve stoped at the Gymnasium
Hospital

" 20

Took the 6 AM train arrived at home about ten oclock AM

Aug 21

Sunday Fair at home went to S School & meeting in the evening

Aug 22

Fair Visited around some

(Editor's note: Aug 23 thru 30 "went" to Bangor, the meadow, Orneville, B. Whittens, Uncle
Roberts, Mr. Hales, Bunkers, Oldtown, etc.
Sunkhaze is where Esther Friend is teaching school.)
Aug 31

Went to Sunkhaze on a visit Fair

Sept. 1

Still in Sunkhaze

"

2

Come home at 9 AM Fair

3

Went to Bangor got medicine for my head & ear of Dr. Manchester Fair

5

Went to Augusta in train arrived at eleven
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Sept 6

Got a pass until 21st come to Bangor stoped in the Gimnasium

Sept 7

Come home about ten AM

Sept 8

At home C Douglass come home

Sept 9

Went to Bangor come up in noon train. Fair

Sept 10

Helped load plank & helped dig the well some

Sept 11

Sunday Fair. Went to S. School & meeting in evening

Sept 12

Rainy

Sept 13

Rainy most all day

Sept 14

Went to Sunkhaze & back home Esther, Mrs Manning & John

Sept 15

Went to Charleston to camp meeting

Sept 16

Still in camp meeting very good meetings

Sept 17

Come from camp meeting at one PM home

Sept 18

Sunday Fair Went to Sunkhaze

Sept 19

Come from Sunkhaze Rainy in AM

Sept 20

Went to Bangor Stoped over night at Mr Barrows

Sept 21

Come to the hospital at camp Keyes Detailed as Ward Master in Ward 12.
Fair

(Editor's note: Dairy until Oct. 20, 1864 is repititiously "still in Ward 12" or "Done ward
duty" except for the following entries)

Sept 24

Rainy Washed floor

Oct

Fair. All the men in my Ward examined except me all that hadnt been

13

Camp Keyes Augusta, ME
Oct 14 -1864
Dearest Etta ... I recd. your very welcome letter of the 8th last ev·e. I might have got it
Tuesday but I expect it went to portland through the neglect of some of the P.masters as it
came here in the evening mail when it ought to come in the morning ... Yes truly it is a pleasant
thing to hear from those we Jaia & there is times when we are sad and lonely & a letter from
those absent ones will cheer us like some "ministering angel" filling us with joy & how
pleasant it is to know & feel while we are associated in the walks of life with different
classes of persons that we have a confident in which we can trust. ... Yesterday I went with
eleven from my ward to be examined. I wasn't examined only went with them, each ward
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master had to go with his men .... there is some talk of the detailed men going home to vote but
I don't put much dependance in it yet ... I would like to come home this fall or winter & I may if
stop here long. write soon to your
Devoted
Willis
I send you a Maine Farmer today it may be something new.

Oct20

Fair Went to Camp Frye & was examined by the board

Oct23

Sunday Fair Went to meeting to the Baptists, the methodists & to Sabbath
school
Camp Keyes Augusta, ME
Sunday Oct23 1864

My dear Etta .... I have been to meeting all day. I went down after sunday morning inspection
& went to the Calvanist Baptists church this forenoon & the afternoon I went to the Freewill
Baptist church I was also to the school & this evening I want to go to the Methodist prayer
meeting if can, shall go if I get my pass extended which I guess I can as the Dr.s name is
Porter. therefore think he must be clever, tho no relation to me as I know ... the text this
A.M.was Gen. 7th 5 & this P.M. Heb 12th 6 a very good discourse from both. Well I
expected to be off to the regt. before now when I come here but I was down & was examined
last thursday & they marked me for a longer stop here I don't know whether it was on acct.
of my head or whether it was because I was ward master here - or 1221hEve ... it seems there is some who don't care for the sabbath or anything else there is
temptations enough at home but here is where the soldiers has nothing to do hardly, there is all
sorts of sin and wickedness that some indulge in, & a person has to be on the alert all the time
or he will be ensnared may I have the strength to resist all these is my prayer to God.

Oct27

Fair got my old furlough & got my ration money. Went to evening class
meeting

Oct31

Fair went and was mustered

Nov 1st

Fair Broke up ward & turned in the blankets

Nov2

Got a furlough until the 14th of Nov. Went to Bangor in 4 PM train

Nov3

Got home at ten AM fair

Nov4

Rainy Still at home

Nov7

Rainy Bunched 6 bunches of shingles in the afternoon

N

8

Election day Oldtown threw 348 for Lincoln & 11 for MAC

N

9

Went to Bangor with E.H.F.

N

10

Some rainy Still at home

N

11

Come to Bangor stayed over night at the Hatch House

Rainy
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Nov 12

Come to Etna Was married at 6 oclock pm by Rev. Wm S. Howe of Stetson
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(Editor's note: After the marriage WMP numbered his letters to his wife. Circles around the
numbers in the right column mark the letters still available, used for this compilation, and to
be filed at the State of Maine Historical Society.)
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Nov 13

Sunday Still to Mr Friends. Snowy

" 14

Still to Etna some snowy

" 15

Come to Augusta. Etta come to the station with me Fair

" 16

Detailed as night watch in Cony Hospital Ward 5
Augusta Nov 17, 1864

My dear Wife ... As I am going away I will drop you a few lines. My letter that I sent to you
yesterday I thought I should stop here awhile. but the order is now to send a lot of us to NY.
Dr Brickett took our names when we come from home but Dr Porter told me he passed me by
yesterday & calculated to have me nurse in the ward. Dr. Porter is going with us to NY. I
expect some will go to their regt & some come back to Augusta. Dr. Norte (?) said some
would come back I will write soon as I get a chance again I am writing on the train I will mail
this in Portland so it will come back tonight Chs. H. will take my letters & send them to me
dent write until you hear from me again. Must close from your affectionate husband
Willis M. Porter
E.H. Porter
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Nov 17

Ordered to go to NY. with about 100 more come from Augusta to Boston got
to Beach street barracks at 9 PM

II

18

Still in beach street barracks Fair Left beach street B for NY. come to
Newport RI & took the steamer

II

19

Arrived in NY at 8 AM got breakfast & went to Bedlows Island

New York Nov. 19, 1864
My dear Wife ... We are on Bedlows Island now. I see our Dr before he went back & he
recommended me for a pass to town so I come right back with him I have to be back at 4 PM, I
will send you this $50.00 note will have this letter "registered" so it will be safe I hadnt
anything but Maine money so there was 1/4 per cent discount on it which was 12 1/2 cts &
96 cents interest on the notes (have to pay the interest from Aug. up to now) which made
108 1/2 cents so the first 6 months interest after paying the bills & registering the letter
wont be more than 60 or 65 cts. but the next time I will get more. You see one of these
"coupons" is cut off the note & you can get the money at most any bank. I should have got this
to Augusta ME but they hadnt any there then & at Boston we couldn't get out as they had a
guard at the door If I had seen the doctor I could have got out. But never mind I have my
money all in greenbacks now so if I had more I could dispose of it if it wasnt counterfeit I
have most spoilt my letter by blotting it but you must excuse this as it is written in a hurry I
dont know how long I may stay here I understand we wont be examined here but go to City
Point Va. we may go next week though I .Q.U..e.S.S if you write a letter here I shall get one Direct
to your Ever true Husband
Willis M. Porter
Bedlows Island Hospital NY
P.S. How is your health now is it good? I was some sea sick on the way & got some cold but I
bought me a blanket so I shall lay warm another nt. in Boston we slept on a bunk with boards
for the tic and nothing over us, something like a soldiers life. Well I might as well take it fair
& easy as anyway I expect if I am going to be a soldier. There was about 93 of us come
together from ME many I am acquainted with I hope I shall be paid off before I go to the front,
if I do go but I must close Remember me in your prayer that I may be kept from temptations
or from yielding to them for we are all tempted but there is no sin unless we yield to that
temptation I think I will close wishing you a pleasant good night and rest
Willie

(Editor's note: Diary-notebook listings are "still on Bedlow's Island" until Nov. 24)
Nov 24

Christmas had a turkey dinner & butter cheese etc.

Bedlow's Island, N.Y.
Nov 24, 1864
My dear Wife .... it is thanksgiving to, so I suppose we will stay to have our turkey for dinner
as I understand that is the calculation. If so it will come very acceptable after living on bread
& pork as we have here last night we had a slice of bread & something they called tea & for
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breakfast we had a piece of beef & a slice of bread & a cup of tea the first beef we have had
since I come here. but such grub is good enough for soldiers I suppose at least I shouldn't find
any fault if the quartermasters & some of U Sams officers only gave us what we is due & not
keep back some for their own speculation There is somewhere about six hundred or more
soldiers here on the island now some from about every state. To meeting last eve there was
17 states represented in about 125 or 150 present, but I must close as I am writing in the
library & they are going to meeting .... I suppose today is a lively day away down in Maine ....
the order is for all to fall in that belongs to the army of the Potomac so we shall soon be on
our way to the front, "Marching Along" I expect if we go by City Point we will be examined
there ... Ever Your Affectionate Husband
Willis M. Porter

Nov 26

Fair Detailed & lugged wood from the wharf

Nov 27

Sunday Fair Went to meeting in AM & evening

Nov 28

Left bedlows Island went on board the steamer Cassdria (?) layed over nt. in
the river

Nov 29

Left at 6 AM for city Point

Nov 30

Arrived at Fortress Monroe at 9 evening

Dec 1st

Left Ft. Monroe & went up the James river arrived at city Point at 2 PM

Dec2

Come from city Point to the 2nd corps it being on the extreme left

Dec3

Helped build up camp some fair etc.

Dec4

Sunday Wrote home & rested Fair

Dees

Mended up chimney & built bank Fair

Dec6

Dec7

Marched at 6 oc AM about 2 mi. S.West went into quarters of the 1st Div.
5th Corps
Still in quarters Rainy

(Editor's note: "still in camp" and weather described through December 12, 1864)
Dec 13
" 14
II

15

Broke camp went about two miles S.W. & went into some camps
Fixed up a little
Went on guard & drew me a gun
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Camp 19th Me. Vols. Va.
Dec 18, 1864
My dear wife .. I received the first letter from you since leaving home night before last. .. I
had been looking for a letter so long. it seems a long time to wait...some letters at Bedlows
Island for me but they haven't been sent along yet...l have a gun now got it last wednesday it
seems like old times to do duty again though it is different from being in the hospital where I
have had a very good trial of its effects. My health is quite good now for me though I have to
be very careful to not take cold. I have sent for some more medicine of Mrs. Manchesters I
hope we will stay here in quarters awhile as we have a very good place We have moved since
I wrote you last went about two m.fuls to the rear so we now lay only a short distance from
where we did when I joined the Regt...Do you have what money you want I expect we shall be
paid off sometime within 3 or 4 weeks & then I will send you some then ... You asked what I
done with my valise I exchanged it at city Point for a Knapsack ... my pants I lost I feel sorry
as I could sold them to the Lieutenant I guess but I shall make it up in trade I guess I bought me
a watch for two dollars the other day got it to going & I have been offered eight dollars for it
but I think it worth about ten or twelve after getting it cleaned I may keep it & sell the one I
had there ... we have a very good company now no noisy profane men that is not many it is
really a better Co. than last winter ... Yes Etta I think I do love "anybody" or somebody rather.
I have thought much of you since I left & wondered how you felt by my coming away so soon
when, when I was there we was talking & planning when I should be home again But let us look
with resignation to him that knows what is best I will close. Write soon to your true Husband
W.M. Porter
You will have hard work to make this all out I guess my pen is poor & have to write on a
knapsack
(Editor's note: Dec 19 through Dec 25 the diary-notebook reports drills, being "on picket on
the reserve", being on "detail" to Brigade Headquarters, "meetings" and the weather)

Camp 19th Me. Regt.
Dinwiddie Co., Va.
Dec 26, 1864
My dear Absent Etta .... Life to me is something to be enjoyed & I hope & trust if favoured
with health to enjoy a large proportion of it with my Etta When this ~ ~ i s . QY.e.r: &
homeward we've returned unto our wives & sweethearts .. .then we'll embrace them in our
arms "until our days are o'er & we'll go no more to battle in famous Shanandoah. Quite
poetical
..... I get along quite well now we have a very good camp & a good camp ~ ... I hope you
are better ere this dear Etta be very careful of your health I don't know as I told you I bought
me a book when at NY called Physiology & Phrenology it is a very good book teaches any one
how to save health & how to improve health if impaired it cost me one dollar & twenty five
cts in all I paid 25 cts to have it marked. I shall probably send it home to you in the spring if
we have marching to do .
... my letters was a long time going it seems Have you been to the city yet & had your
teeth extracted? ...
Yes I recd three letters from you I am on detail so I cant write any more today
Write to your own
Willie
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Dec26

On detail cutting stumps etc Fair but cloudy

Dec 27

In camp had Brigade dress Parade cloudy

Dec 28

Had inspection in AM & drill in PM fair

Dec 29

Drilled etc Fair

Camp 19th Me. Vols
Dinwiddie Co. Va.
Dec 29, 1864

Letter# 11

My Fair One .... I have been on "fatigue" this AM so I did't have to drill this PM. been cutting
and loading timber ... to build codeaway or what we call in Me. causeway for teams to travel
on in wet weather ... Did you enjoy christmas well? As for me I had "hard tac" & beef, coffee
& sugar enough. I would like to step into Mother Friends this evening not especially to get
something good to eat but I think I could enjoy myself with my Etta. I broke my gold ring the
other day I was sorry but I can get it mended here I guess. I am getting short of paper &
envelopes if you have a chance to get some & put two or 3 in each letter you send me it will
cost nothing by sending them so. I suppose they can be bought for about 15 cts. a pack there.
here they are about two cents apiece and writing paper according ... we will be mustered
saturday next & paid off sometime in Jany. I suppose if we lay here long I shall have to send
my money home by letter I expect as there is no express matter sent from here ... get some
stamps for your own use & send me some in each letter as I cant get them here very often ... I
will now close for tonight Good night Etta ...
"Often in my dreams I see you,
In your pleasant northern home
Where the peaceful dawn of morning
Brings no stirring roll of drum ... write soon and often to your affectionate Husband
Willis M. Porter

Dec30

Drilled etc Fair

Dec 31

Mustered Rainy
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"Peace was in the air... Militarily things were quiet, with
Sherman at Savannah, Grant at Petersburg, Thomas at
Tennessee, all with massive armies ... The Lincoln
administration had received its mandate... January 1, Sunday.
In the cold trenches of Petersburg, on the streets of Savannah,
in central Tennessee, the Union troops remained largely
inactive." (Long, .QJ2. cit., 617)

Jan 1st

Sunday on Guard
"January 2, Monday. The regular New Year's reception was
held at the Washington White House for the diplomatic corps,
Cabinet officers, judges, and military officers attending. There
were complaints that congressmen were not invited." (Long, .QJ2.
cit, 619)

2nd

Come off guard Fair Had batalion drill in Pm

3

Detailed to work on Guard House Cloudy

4

Still at work on G.H. Fair all day

5

Still detailed building a brush fence at Hd (?)er's Fair

6

Still making fence Rain

7

Building fence Still went to the station to see if my package was there some rain

8

Sunday Had Inspection dress parade & had a meeting in the P.M. Fair
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"Monday, January 9 . ... Fighting broke out ... near Disputanta
Station, Va." (Long, 2J2a .cit,, 621)
(Editor's note: Disputanta Station is south-east of Petersburg, Va., parallel with Dinwiddie on
the Norfolk and Petersburg R.R., north-east of Stony Creek)
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Letter# 13
Dearest Wife,

Camp 19th Me. Vols.
Dinwiddie Co. Va.
Jan'y. 11, 1865

.... I am still on detail building fence. It will take us two or three days more I guess.
We have more to do than what I thought when we commenced have to build it to suit the
Col ... the 1st Me. lays about one half a mile from us .. .it is ten oclock & I sit here writing my
own true Etta. the rest has gone to bed ... while my campfire is burning low I scarce can keep
awake & let this suffise for now, until the morning light, with which to see to guide my pen,
so Etta now good night.
Thursday 12th. Well I have just come in from review it was only a review of this
division Major Genl. Humphries commanding the Corps reviewed us we had about one mile to
go to find a suitable place & the mud was deep enough in some places the officers would
skeedadte this & that way to keep from sinking ...
from your Willie

Camp 19th Me. Vols.
Jany 15, 1865
My dear Wife,
... I recd from you two nights ago No. 5 ... the envelopes you sent come just in season
as I was all out of them. Also the "Advocate" with the writing paper in it was very welcome I
was about out of that. I have just come from meeting that is we march out & form a square
all but one side where the chaplain stands, & stand there until the sermon it(stet) through
which lasts about one hour.... we have Sunday morning inspection which takes until about M.
then comes dinner, & next meeting at 2 P.M. then at 4 P.M. comes dress parade so you see
that takes up most all day .
... -Yes as a general thing I get all I want to eat, though we have to buy some things to
make enough all the time the rations has been cut down so we dont get as much as we did last
winter J. & I save part of our sugar & exchange for hard tac. we draw two table spoonsful
of sugar a day to each man. we drew a small mess of tea once here. yes the quartermasters
no doubt cheats us out of part of our due ...
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... I wrote to you about 4 in this Co. being under guard for getting drunk I believe well
the Capt. & Sergt. is reduced to the ranks & the two Privates has ten dollars each taken out of
their pay. pretty dear drink to them ...
Your Affectionate Husband
Willis M. Porter
Excuse all mistakes in haste

"Wednesday, February 1.... Gen. Grant at City Point, Va." (Long,
~~632)
(Editor's note: "City Point" is in Petersburg Battlefield Park, located where the Appomattox
and the James River meet.)
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Letter# 17

Camp 19th Me. Vols
Feby.3, 1865

My dear Etta,
..... as I presume ere this you have heard & perhaps thought we was on the move - but
not so - tho we expected before this to be marching along - last Wednesday we was ordered to
have a review of the Division but the order was countermanded & we came to camp & all the
sick was sent to City Point - we heard all kind of stories about moving - but we are here still
and shall stop awhile I think as it is raining now quite hard - I think tho there must be
something on the move but we cant tell what as we dont get any papers here now & I think the
mail is rather backward about all that comes in is official letters or packages just now but
most likely this wont last long ....
Yes we get hard bread & "swine" enough generally-but I dont eat much pork as I think it
isnt very good for me - we buy flour & make gravy now & then - & I buy butter once in a
while tho it is high about 75 & 85 cts. here for lb. get flour for 7 cts. per lb. to the
commissary when it is to be had - my spirits is guite good I enjoy myself pretty well - but
think I could enjoy myself better at home with my Etta. I am still at work on the fence - shall
get done - if not this winter sometime by the time the war is done I guess - if the war dont
close to soon ... we have just drawn some white gloves to wear on dress parade. wont we
appear (???) now Write soon and often to your affectionate Husband.
W.M. Porter
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"February 5, Sunday. BATTLE OF HATCHER'S RUN, VIRGINIA,
UNTIL FEBRUARY 7. Grant was active again after the months of
seige at Petersburg. The Federal Second and Fifth Corps plus
cavalry again headed toward the Boydton Plank Road and Hatcher's
Run. Despite inclement weather they reached the Boydton Plank
Road with little difficulty. The movement was in line with the
obvious strategy of Grant to extend the Federal lines south and
west of Petersburg to weaken the already strained defensive
positions of Lee. The confederates did move out troops but were
unable to do much against the Federal cavalry and infantry. The
Battle of Hatcher's Run was also known as Dabney's Mill and
included Armstrong's Mill, Rowanty Creek, and Vaughan Road."
(Long, QJ2.. gt_, 634)
"February 6, Monday. On the Petersburg front, fighting at
Dabney's Mill or Hatcher's Run increased. Southern Brig. Gen. John
Pegram, commanding a division, was killed trying to halt the Union
advance to Hatcher's Run. Federal troops held the Boydton Plank
Road without much difficulty, and pushed on to Hatcher's Run, thus
extending their lines substantially. However, Warren's
Fifth Corps was forced back in some confusion when Confederate
reinforcements came in." (Long, QJ2.. ~ . 635)

" February 7,Tuesday. The fighting at Hatcher's Run ended with
Federals abandoning the Boydton Plank Road but fortifying their
new lines to Hatcher's Run at the Vaughan Road crossing, some
three miles below Burgess' Mill. The Confederate army of around
46,000 now had to defend some 37 miles of Richmond-Petersburg
lines. This was the last principal Federal move to extend its lines
prior to the final push in late March and early April. About 35,000
Federals were at least partly engaged Feb. 5-7, with 170 killed,
1160 wounded and 182 missing for 1512; there were about 14,000
Confederates involved and casualties are not clear." (Long, QJ2..
.cit., 636)

(Editor's note: February 7- State of Maine approves the 13th Amendment.)

Letter# 20

Camp 19th Me. Vols.
Feby. 18, 1865

My dear Etta,
... I wrote to you the 11th inst. last & believe we was then behind the pickett posts we
built but that nt we ~ relieved & we fell back about 1/2 a mile behind the breastwork, & the
next morning (it was Sunday) we went to building quarters & have been at work like 'fun'
every day since - ... I have been helping build the Captain a house ...the 2nd Lieut. of this Co.
died about one week ago - he was acting Adjutant of the regt. he was a nice young man - he
was taken in the nt - died the next morning dont know the cause ... Yes, I recd your letter No. 6
the 25th of Jan. and answered it the 29th. I have rec'd all your letters up to No 9 - that I got
today ... but you know anyone away so from home is looking for a letter generally about so often
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& if it dont reach them in due season one will feel somewhat lonesome for letters is "the life
of a soldier" & when he gets a good cheering letter it reminds him of the strong and enduring

attachment that pervades the hearts of loved ones far away - for 1is. .a comfort to know that
they miss me at home. The socks I recd all right last Sunday - I dare say they will keep my
feet warm & may the ls.D.il1w: of them ever prosper. .. this fence we made was around the
Colonel's headquarters to make it look pretty. I recd the writing paper in the newspaper - I
am pretty well supplied with paper now but stamps is scarce - cant get any here . .. I had 2
stamps come from home today ... l will now close as it is past ten & I feel sleepy ...so good night
Etta sweet sleep .. .
Sunday, the 19th ... we have just been to dinner - perhaps you will ask what we had for dinner
well hard tac & coffee was the principle part though we some flippers (or fritters) fried with
butter on them - but hard bread I like about as well as anything now I got used to eating it - I
got a fall the other day and hurt me some but dont see why it didnt hurt me more. I cut a tree
in to and it layed acrost another one that it bent down. it layed about one foot from the ground
& when I cut it off the piece I cut off fell to the ground & the other piece flew up about 4 feet
throwing my right foot with it while my left foot fell to the ground & throwed me across the
log striking on my back it hurt me so I didnt do much that day but it is about well now... l must
now close as it is dress parade time ... so goodbye for this time Etta yours as ever truly yours
Willis M. Porter
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"March, 1865. The end was coming. It could not be otherwise;
the only question was exactly how and when. Gen. Lee saw the
inevitable in planning possible strategy if and when the line of
the James at Petersburg and Richmond had to be abandoned."
(Long, op.cit., 644)

March 2
3

In camp. rainy not very well
On guard some better Fair
"March 4, Saturday. WITH MALICE TOWARD NONE- SECOND
INAUGURATION OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 'With malice towards
none; with charity for all; with firmness in the right, as God
gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we
are in; to bind up the nation's wounds; to care for him who shall
have borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan - to do
all which may achieve and cherish a just, and a lasting peace,
among ourselves, and with all nations.' So President Abraham
Lincoln concluded his brief, eloquent second inaugural Address
in Washington. There was no discussion of policy or review of
the past - just words of inspiration, hope and understanding.
'Neither party expected for the war, the magnitude, or the
duration, which it has already attained. Neither anticipated
that the cause of the conflict might cease with, or even before,
the conflict itself should cease. Each looked for an easier
triumph, and a result less fundamental and astounding. Both
read the same Bible, and pray to the same God; and each invokes
His aid against the other.... The prayers of both could not be
answered; that of neither has been answered fully .... Fondly do
we hope - fervently do we pray - that this mighty scourge of
war may speedily pass away... .'" (Long, 2'2-. kit., 647)
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Camp 19th Me.
March 19, 1865

Dear Wife

.. .. I wrote to you last Wedn. the 15th directed to Ply. also sent my book of Physiology
sent 3 letters before this with money in it $5 in the first 1O in the next 1O in the last will
send 10$ in this - making in all 35 dollars I have sent you - with this ... - we have got to have
a brigade review today - I thought likely they wouldn't have one as it is sunday - ...Yes we are
all hopeful! of the speedy termination of the war but I expect we shall have some hard fighting
yet. Write soon to your
Willie
I bought a box of raisins the other day sold them made about 4 dollars on them better than to
do nothing Good Bye now

March 20

Had skirmish drill in A.M. Batalion drill in P.M. Fair

21

Had skirmish drill in A.M. Batalion drill in P.M. Rainy

22

Still in camp
"March 22, Thursday. Yet another Federal offensive began,
adding to those in North Carolina, at Mobile, and the continuing
seige at Petersburg." (Long,..QJ2.. ~. 656)

"

23

Had Corps review, windy but Fair

24

Still in camp. Fair on guard at night in 3rd relief

March 25

Ordered to pack up to be ready to move - struck tents and moved out to the
Breastworks - and laid until nt. then went along the works went in front joined
the regt. come back behind the works laid till morning
"March 25, Saturday.... Small columns [of Confederates]
pressed on toward City Point and the Federal supply railroad,
one of the first specially built military railroads in history."
(Long, 212.,. ~ 657)

26

Sunday arrived at camp at 4 A.M. Fair Had Brigade dress parade in P.M. wrote
to Etta & home

27

Detailed on Pickett ... (illegible)

March 28

"

29

Still on pickett relieved by the 19th Mass. at nt. Ordered to be ready to move at
6 next morn
Broke camp at 6 A.M . went about 1/2 or 3/4 of a mile toward the left made a
breastworks then went on the skirmish line - layed behind the rebs old works at
nt. Fair
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"March 29, Wednesday. The Northern Army of the Potomac and the
Army of the James, together numbering about 125,000 were on the
move against Lee at Petersburg and Richmond ....Sheridan's cavalry
rode out westward toward Dinwiddie Court House south of Five
Forks while two supporting Federal infantry corps, the Fifth under
G.K. Warren and the Second under A.A. Humphreys, marched to aid
Sheridan." (Long,~~. 659)

Mar 30

Advanced in line of battle (??) a 2nd line of (??) evacuated held them all day
Rainy. My birthday

"March 30, Thursday. Pelting rains bogged down most of the
Federal advance on the Petersburg front, where Sheridan, at
Dinwiddie Court House, was ready to move with infantry assistance
against the Confederate right flank. There was skirmishing,
however, on the line of Hatcher's Run and Gravelly Run, and near
Five Forks. Humphreys did continue the advance of his Second
Corps, pressing up close to the enemy entrenchments along
Hatcher's Run ... " (Long, op, cjt,. 660)

Mar 31

Detailed as scout in A.M. went within 3 or 4 rods of the rebs videttes & returned
in P.M. the whole regt. on the skirmish line went within 100 or 150 yards of the
rebs lines skirmished till nt. then withdrew behind the works. some Rainy

.

"March 31, Friday. ... there was fighting at Hatcher's Run or
Boydton Road, and Crow's House. Warren's task was to aid
Sheridan against Pickett; Humphrey's Second Corps was also
ordered in support." (Long, 212& &U.., 660)

"April, 1865.... Nearly 1,000,000 men of the North were in arms
against possibly 100,000 effective men in the South .... Victory for
the Union was accomplished in all but the final acts." (Long, 212&
.cit., 661)

Apl 1

Still behind the works until nt. then advanced about 4 or 5 hundred yards and built
works. Fair all day

"April 1, Saturday. The Federals had some 53,000 men available,
but Sheridan's 10,000 cavalry and Warren's 17,000 foot soldiers
did most of the fighting. Humphreys' large Second Corps was
involved in skirmishing on White Oak Road." (Long,~~ 662)
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Apr 2

Advanced over the works also over the rebs works found them evacuated then
marched in a Northerly direction till 2 or 3 P.M. then went Westerly Bivouaced in
a field our Brigade captured pieces of artillery. Fair
"April 2, Sunday .... The Confederate capital of Richmond was
doomed, and with it the whole Petersburg-Richmond front. At
four-forty in the morning, Federals advanced under a heavy fog
along the Petersburg lines. By 7 A.M. the drive was fully under
way and was everywhere successful....Along Hatcher's Run the
Confederate lines vanished ... Orders were issued in midafternoon to
evacuate Petersburg and for the defenders north of the James
River to retreat through Richmond and join the remainder of the
Army of Northern Virginia. The retreat soon began, with Amelia
Court House, some forty miles west, the concentration point.
Federals may have numbered over 63,000 engaged with 625 killed,
3189 wounded, and 326 missing for 4140 total. Possible 18,500
Confederates were engaged; losses are unknown .... After four years
and many threats, Richmond was at last falling." (Long, QJ2... kll.,,
663)

Apl 3

Moved at 7 A.M. went in Westerly direction marched until about ten at night
then halted. Fair

Apl 4

Started at about 7 A.M. marching in a S-W direction
"April 4, Tuesday .... Sheridan arrived at Jetersville on the Danville
Railroad southwest of Amelia Court House and thus blocked Lee's
further use of that route toward North Carolina."(Long, QJ2... kl1..,
666)

5

Started going N of W crossed the Danville RR camped clost to it Pleasant

6

Went N. then W. marched from 12 to 15 miles cloudy

' - · - ·' ,

I

I

l

I
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Apl 7

marched Westward had skirmishing to the high bridg Col. wounded skirmished &
camped at nt. near Farmville Fair
"April 7, Friday .... Meanwhile, the battered Confederates were
receiving more punishment, but did repulse the Federals in an
engagement near Farmville and crossed the Appomattox River to
continue their retreat on the north side. "(Long, ~ ~ 668)

Apl 8

marched until about dark then got supper & went about 3 or 4 miles to S-W
camped for the nt. Fair
"April 9, Saturday. SURRENDER OF THE ARMY OF NORTHERN
VIRGINIA AT APPOMATTOX COURT HOUSE." (Long, .QJ2,. ~ . 670)

April 9

Sunday Marched until about M. our whole corps went into a large field - when the
news came of the surrender of Genl Lee & his whole army Veracious cheering waving flags throwing caps etc. went about 1/2 mile & camped for nt. Fair

II

10

Layed all day -& drew rations some rainy - no news

II

11

Packed & marched at 1O AM marched until nt. about east then camped

April 12

Started at 6 AM marched about SE went thro Farmville about 2 PM. went about
4 or 5 miles & camped for the nt.

Apl

13

Started at 8 AM in an easterly direction marched until about dark resting a no. of
times on the way marched about 1O miles & camped within about 2 miles of
Burksville station

Apl

14

Still layed in camp drew 3 days rations Fair

Letter# 30

Near Burkesville Va.
Apl 14 1865

Dear Wife,
It was with pleasure that I recd a letter from you last nt. the first letter I have recd for
about 11 or 12 days ...
We got here just about dusk last nt. we now lay within about 2 miles of Burkesville station
where our rations come. I tell you it seemed good to get where we could get rations & the mail
again - we have been short of rations the past 5 or 6 days as our teams couldn't reach us - for
about 2 days we lived on nothing but beef & small rations of that some tho had coffee to go with
it yesterday M. we stopped by the road & drew one days ration of hard tac of the 6th corps
teams so we came along very well to here where we will get rations a plenty I think as the cars
runs to the station we drew one day ration of hard tac - coffee - sugar & pork last nt. Think we
will lay here some time & rest a little & draw clothing I hope so for I need a pr. of shoes etc.... I
hope the time is not far distant when I can be there to go with you - we hear Johnson has
surrendered to Sherman but cant tell have heard nothing Official yet but I think he cant hold out
long - we see lots of rebs on their way home yesterday they say Lee told them to go home & he
wouldn't call on them again - poor fellows some of them I cant help pitying - altho they may have
been in the wrong in the past - yet perhaps ignorantly & many will go home to find nothing but a
heap of ruins - ashes & brick, where once smiled a beautiful family surrounded by a good
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beautiful family surrounded by a good cottage, & before the hand of war had cast its fortunes
perhaps no lovlier house hold ever adorned a cottage - but such is war - devastation and ruin
in its track
How thankful we who live in northern homes should be to know ... when we return to our
homes in the north to find the ravages of war still a stranger in our homes ... this is scribbled
off in a hurry Please excuse it & write soon.
From your loving husband
Willis M. Porter
Apl 15

Still laying in camp Rainy

16

Moved into Pine woods & laid for nt. Fair

"

17

Moved about 1/2 mile into a field & put up tents Fair

"

18

drilled in AM in PM worked on campground Fair

"

19

Fair In camp done no duty it being the day of burial of President L.

"

20

Drilled in AM in PM moved tent Fair

21

Drilled Co. & bat. d. some rainy

22

On Guard - Fair on 3rd relief

Apl 23

Relieved at 9 AM Fair all day Sunday Genl. inspection

Apl 24

Detailed at work on codeauroy Fair

April 25

Had orders read to us at 1O AM relative to the observance in memory of our late
President Abraham Lincoln

Letter# 32

Camp 19th Maine
Near Burkesville Va
Apl 25 1865

My dear Wife
... Today we are in camp - at ten o'clock AM we are to fall in & have orders read to us &
do no duty today - at daylight there was a ~ fired in the 3rd Div. & now every half hour a
whole volley is fired from the batteries there on acct of the Presidents death - Never since
we was a nation has such an atrocious crime been commited
PM. Well dear one - I will drop a few lines more - we was out & had orders read to us it
was concerning our late President - The orders was to have all business suspended during the
day with (???) half mast & to be draped in mourning for the next 30 days - also a salute to be
fired by the batteries, 13 guns fired in the morning & one at intervals of half an hour through
the day & a national salute of 31 guns at sun set the rebs thought I suppose by killing the
President to get rid of one of their worst enemies - but I think in this they are mistaken - I
think President Johnson will be more severe on them than ever L. was - & I think these
traitors if caught will have to toe the line well
The boys all feel anxious about going home, the old members time in the regt will be out
the 25 of Aug 4 months from today but the officers think the regt will be discharged before
that time dont know whether the whole regt recruits & all will go together or not but think
they will. Write soon as ever yours
Willis
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(Editor's note: a second piece of paper in his envelope continues)

I will write some on this as I have time & feel some like writing tho it is real warm &
sultry a man that has been a prisoner in salsburg prison come back to this Co. yesterday also
another one from this Co. started with him but they got separated some & he hasn't got here
yet some 2 or 3 hundred of them made their escape from there & come by the way of Danville
to here he looks quite fleshy for a person that has been a prisoner since last summer says he
has had no blanket - but slept on the ground without any all the time - He must be tough - I did
calculate to send some money to you to have if you needed any but I couldnt sell my watch for
the money down - and I had to buy me a wollen blanket after coming here & a few other
necessary articles so I haven't any to send now but expect to be paid off soon - if you need
any use some I sent to you - a soldier cant get along without paying out considerable especially
on the march - or when it is over - he will generally lose something - my blanket I threw
away - we marched so hard that I knew if I didnt throw it I might have to fall out myself
-most all threw away something some threw everything they had even to their guns they
being nearly tired out - But I must tell you the sad news of Cousin (??) death .... death is in
our land it is taking its victims here and there ... We have our association now meet every
evening about & have a season of Christian conversation & prayer - I will now close by
subscribing myself your devoted husband W. M. Porter

"

26

Had bat. drill in AM. & Brigade drill in PM Fair

"

27

Had bat D. in AM. Fair Fixed camp

Apl

28

Fixed up around camp

"

29

In camp Fair

30

Mustered & had inspection Sunday Rainy at nt.

Letter# 33

Camp 19th Me. Vols.
Near Burkesville Va
Apl 30 1865

Very dear Wife
Your letter of the 21st came to hand yesterday you can imagine how glad I was to hear
from you again & you know how it seems to get a letter after looking long for one - it was
eleven days from receiving No. 17 - to No. 18 recd yesterday - it is the holy sabbath and one
of these warm pleasant days such as is common in the sunny south - today is muster day shall be mustered for two months pay -dent know how long we may lay here but think we wont
long. Johnson it seems has surrendered we had the news to that effects read to us Friday
eve. General Grant went down there & see about Shermans giving Johnson such terms I was
sorry for Genl. Sherman as he has been a good Genl. and one that I had a great deal confidence
in - but in military affairs an officer has to go straight or one mistake or blunder may put him
back farther than 3 years hard service would advance him - but I am ??? he didnt do as bad as
represented ...
Yes the assination of Pres. Lincoln is about all the talk here & there isnt hardly a soldier but
what is indignant about it, & now Booth has been caught all are glad only I wish he had been
taken alive then could have heard his story & it would seem different but he is out of the way
& now most likely Harold will be executed as being engaged in the nefarrious Act of
Assination.
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I have just come from dress parade we had some spectators 4 or 5 southern young ~
come out to see the martial tramp of Uncle Sams blue coats - it was a very interesting .slgbt look much like society that entices young men often from duty - but which as our orderlie says
is the "better half of man" think could have enjoyed myself - you know am quite a hand for
society (of right kind) ... we still keep our association alive meet every fair eve & hold prayer
meets & sometimes an exertation from the chaplain or the President of the Ass. it does much
good by keeping up a series of meetings some back - sliders are turning back & all I hope &
trust are better fitted to withstand lifes temptations which the soldier especially has to
encounter in the army - remember me at the evening devotion dear one that I may live true &
holy. From your devoted husband
W.M. Porter
It is raining now quite hard. Tis a joy to press my pillow (knapsack) of my humble cottage bed
to listen to the patter of the rain drops over head - we have set out trees & bushes all along
on each side of the street also evergreens woven on side the tent so it is quite cool. this is
about all I can write in this - write soon to your
Willie

Letter# 34

Near Amelia Court H. Va.
May 3, 1865

My dear Etta,
I will drop you a few lines to let you know we are marching onward to Richmond but with
what a contrast to last spring one year ago today - we broke camp at Brandy station then
'onward to Richmond' was the cry - but now we can march along without being afriad of the
dastardly enemy laying in wait to draw a "bead" on us - we broke camp yesterday m &
marched about 8 miles that afternoon - this PM. we have come about 1O miles & are now
stoping to rest & make coffee it is quite warm but they dent march us very hard - aint in so
much of a hurry as when we passed the other way after Lee. We are to go to Manchester near
Richmond so I hear then dent know whether we will stay there long or still going north until
we reach Alexandria I suppose you get the news of the times it seems by an order from the
secretary of War that no more rations to be supplied only till the 1st of June so I think there
some prospect of out getting home soon I will stop as J. has the coffee made so will eat some
hardtac & beef - will write more soon - write soon to your affectionate husband
Willis M. Porter

Letter# 36

Camp 19th Maine
May 14 1865

My dear Wife,
I will now drop you a few lines as I suppose you feel anxious to hear from me & hear how
far o.or1h the army is getting Well we come here about 8 oclock last night we are within about
1O or 12 miles of Washington but dent know how long we may lay here it has been 12 days
since we left Burkesville until we got here some of the way we had very good marching &
some the way was very poor, some the time wading brooks crossing swamps etc etc last
thursday we had a tremendous thunder shower it began about sun set & for 3/4 of an hour I
believe I never saw it rain harder - it kept on raining all nt. we marched until about 8 oclock
in the eve when the head of the brigade halted but they didnt all get up that night it was so
dark & muddy some come up the next morning I came up & we put up a tent & turned in but
sleep didnt favor us much every thing being so wet that we passed a restless night - it cleared
off cold in the nt. & the next morning one would almost freeze being wet all through as we
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was. we soon made tracks for the woods & built a good fire & after making a good cup of
coffee we felt better it seems strange why one doesnt get more cold getting wet as we do here
very often but I believe I didnt get any cold by being wet that nt. yet I think it is hurtful for
ones health - my health has been exceeding good on the march altough we have fared rather
hard but I am in hopse we will stay awhile & recruit a little now - It begins to look a little like
civilization as we get farther north close to us is a turnpike road now & then we see a nice
horse & chaise go past containing some wealthy Virginian & Lady - or a more interesting and
agreeable sight to the soldier boys a dandy young man with his spark by his side riding out to
see this country or take a view at the "dirty soldiers" as they lay about carelessly on the
grass suning themselves - our Pay Master is here now but dent know when we may be paid
off - I have no gun to carry now somebody was good enough to relieve me from carrying it by
stealing it out of the stacks - but I think I shant have to pay for it as it was stacked when it
was stolen -..... Do you think of keeping school up there this summer if so I hope to be able to
go some afternoon & see Y.QJJL school - hope to get a mail tonight havent got one since leaving
Fredericksburg the 10th but I must close dear Etta keep up good spirits I hope we may all be
sent home soon.
Your Loving Husband
Willis M. Porter

Letter# 37

Camp 19th Maine
Munsons Hill Va
May 16 1865

My dear Etta: I received two letters from you yesterday and I assure you they was gladly
recd. one written the 4th & one the 9th the first mail we have recd. ~ince leaving
Fredericksburg Va. the 10th ... we are now laying about 4 or 5 miles from Alexandria on or
near the famous old Munson Hill where our troops - some of them camped the first of the war
we layed about 4 miles below here over Sunday & yesterday we came up here & the boys was
glad enough to stop to as we was out of rations having hardly nothing to eat all day I dent like
to grumble neither did I much while we had fighting as then it was impossible to get rations to
us always - but when the army is marching every day nearer supplies it seems they might get
enough to eat a soldier cant stand it long to march after his grub~ bim - but I guess we
will have enough now we drew full rations last nt. of soft bread - beans - pork - coffee
etc..... your boasting about man falling in .1b.e. ~ compared to woman - dent know - it seems
to me that woman are lli21 altogether independent - they have to look to the men for assistance
often - although they was created man first next woman but I believe satan tempted mother
eve in the garden of eden & she was the first to sin - so in this one act is demonstrated the
stronger powers of man - so I guess the men will stand half .tb.filr bigness in the sun tho the
women try to have the shade cover them - what say now - but enough of this - I dent know
how long may lay here or when get home though I shant worry about that .... but I must close
the boys is eating the beans so I shall have to look out for my share my best wishes to my
own Etta
Your Husband
Willis M. Porter
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Letter# 38

Camp 19th Maine
May 19, 1865

My Dear One,
No. 22 of your letters came to hand in due season it was mailed the 15th in Bangor when
you was on your way to Pushaw I suppose today you are in the school room would that I
could step in a few moments & see the school marm - ... James (??)chett was just here from
the 16th Me. he looks tough & rugged & well he might all he has to do is to milk one or two
cows & take care of them - he is to brigade headquarters - think I could keep fleshy to face as
well as he does - I expect the old soldiers of this regt. will be sent home soon - the munster
out rolls is to be made right out of all whose time is out before the 1st of Oct. next so you see
that takes only the old troops & some of the one years men - but then I think we will all be out
soon as the wheel turns right. There is to be a grand review of Grants - Shermans &
Sheridans troops on tuesday & wednesday next so the papers states - I wish you could be here
to see them no doubt it would be quite a sight to you - never seeing an army together - indeed
it would be a grand sight to many - a sight that we'll never see very soon again there was to
have been a review of this corps today - reviewed by its old commander Genl. Hancock but it
is 3 oclock now so I guess there will be none - we have a very good camp ground & have a tent
in good shape - we drew clothing the other day it took a large lot of it to supply our whole
regt. they most all having old clothing - marching so far the boys wore clothes out faster than
in camp - ... I think .... when I get out of the army if have good health I can lay up something &
in due season Etta we will have a cottage of our own - can tell better about it when get home
Ever Your Loving Husband
Willie
... Remember me at the throne of Grace that I may prove worthy of my profession

W.M. Porter

"May 23, Tuesday. GRAND REVIEW OF THE ARMY OF THE POTOMAC
IN WASHINGTON. The Grand Armies of the Republic passed in a last
review. From the Capitol to the White House crowds lined the
streets, children sang patriotic songs, and the men marched. In the
bright summer air the Army of the Potomac had come home to the
appreciation of the nation. For the first time since that sad April
day the flag at the White House was at full staff. Regiment by
regiment, brigade by brigade, division by division, corps by corps,
the conquerers came. There were the dashing horsemen of the
cavalry, the long lines of blue-clad infantry, the cries of the
crowd for their heroes. There were the engineers and pioneers
with the"implements of their branch," the Irish Brigade with sprigs
of green in their hats, the ambulances, the artillery, the Zouaves
in their flashy uniforms. It was a march of victory and triumph;
yet unseen thousands of others were there - those who had fallen
on ten thousand fields. The war was over. " (Long, 2J2.. mt., 689)
"May 24, Wednesday. GRAND REVIEW OF SHERMAN'S ARMY IN
WASHINGTON. For the second straight day the troops paraded in
review in Washington. This time it was the men of the West.
Sherman's men were more ragged, more loose in their marching,
more rough-cut than those of the Army of the Potomac." (Long, 2J2..

.m.,690)
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BY IIRAO WYE-TH€ WASHINGTON POST

The opening of the Civil War found Waahington virtually
defenaeless. Only Fort Washington, on the Maryland aide of
the Potomac, an obsolete stone and brick fort built between
1814 and 1824, defended the city.
After the Union defeat at Manassas in 1861, more than 60
earthwork fortifications were built to protect the Union ca~
ital, located 100 miles from the Confedente a1pital of Richmond.
The entire circuit, from Fort Willard in Virainia to Fort
Foote in Maryland waa 37 miles. The forts were built oo the
most strategic heights on the hilla encircling Waahington.
Fort Stevens, located on upper 13th Street NW, waa the
site of the only direct attack on Washington. Reinforcements
arrived in time to force Confederate Gen. Jubal A. Early's retreat while he was just outside the fort determining its
strength. President Lincoln came under fue at Fort Stevena
on July 12, 1864.
.
In 1931, Congreas appropriated $16 million to acquire the
~

.

fort properties and to construct a 23-inile "Fort Circle Drive•
to link the more important fort sites. The forts were to have
been reconstructed and preserved as neighborhood parks, but
the project was never completed.
Fifteen of the forts, noted in bold type on the above map,
remain and are used as parks.
Fort Ward, which has been reconstructed, is the best example of an earthwork fort. A museum there is open 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Tueaday through Saturday and noon to 5 p.m. Sunday.
Information is available by calling 838-4848. Fort Stevena also
has been reconstructed and is maintained by the National Park
Service, which offers occasional historic tours and demonstrations. For information, call 426-6829.
Fort Whipple in Arlington was renamed Fort Myer in 1884,
after Gen, Albert Myer. No part of the original fort remains.
Fort Ellsworth in Alexandria is the current site of the George
Washington Masonic National Memorial Temple.

-Lloyd Furman

""~"'- ------------------,,---------------------'
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Fort Snyder DC.
Letter# 45
June 28 1865
Dear Wife,
I guess you will think it strange by not hearing from me before but to explain. We bid adieu
our regt. to the army of the Potomac last monday morning about 4 oclock and after marching
through Washington and across the east branch of the Potomac we came to Fort Baker where
we staid the night - and next morning came here - we are about 3 miles - I should think - from
the Capital on a very pleasant hill - there is but our Co. in this Fort - it seems nice to be alone
- as one might say - after being among so many troops & so much bustle and commotion so
long We haven't rec'd any mail neither had a chance to send one since last Sunday but hope to
get one or two & send one tonight. I was on Guard yesterday and was almost sick. I ate some
apples, also Blackberries, and Blueberries the other day which didn't agree with me - giving
me the diarhea - but I am much better today & begin to feel like myself again We are in good
barracks with bunks to sleep on have a cook house & two Co. cooks it seems odd to have
things set on the table & set down to eat our fill without interruption - we soldiers had begun
to think we could get along pretty well without a CQQ.ls. after going home - but it seems so much
better to have one that I expect we will think them an undespensable pjece of property. what
say you.
We had a kind of an inspection this PM. we was marched into the Fort & manned one the large
Howitzers - it would make an old artillerest laugh to have seen us green horns (who never
took hold of a cannon to handle it before) maneuver - but then practice makes perfect - is the
old saying.
We have all got to have dress coats (??) & I expect will have to be very military while we
stop here. this is but a small Fort & will be disbanded soon & we go to some larger one I
expect. I expect you are looking anxiously for my coming home but my dear Etta I cant tell
you how long before U. Sam will get done with our services so to spare us. I would rather be
at home - but as it cant be so let us be content in whatever situation we are placed all will yet
be well I hope & trust but dearest Etta be contented looking for better days coming I know you
are persevering & always seem to bring the brightest side of things to view making all around
happy - it was this that first gave me to see & appreciate the worth of one I now hold very
dear in my deepest affection I expect your school will be done there soon are you going
home to Etna then I wish I could have come home while your school was keeping there but
never mind time moves swiftly I believe we have to drill after it gets cool tonight - Will close
- Write soon Your loving husband W.M. Porter
Shall be mustered friday I expect - then six months pay will be due us I get along very well
for every necesary thing now, I just recd a letter from you
Am going to get the Captain some medicin so good night

Letter# 46

Fort Snyder, D.C.
July 2, 1865

My dearest one ... l find myself feeling quite well today had inspection as usual this morning
then nothing to do all day - I was over on a large hill about 1/4 of a mile from here this AM.
and had a full view of the city - about 2 miles off - and the blueberries was real thick could
pick a peck there in two or three hours ... wish you could be here about 4 hours & pick
blueberries with me - what say you? I expect we will leave this fort soon - as all the cannons
are carried off - & most all the ammunition gone. I expect the 4th will be a great day down
East - I don't know of anything going on here - expect we will get bread & coffee enough &
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perhaps something more - .... you spoke of sending me some writing paper - but you may send
me a few stamps instead .... will close and finish tomorrow as cant send the mail today so good
nt Etta ...

Letter# 46 (also)

July 5, 1865

Dear Wife ..... l recd your letter of June 25 the 3rd No. 28
I suppose yesterday was a great
day down East -there was nothing going on here not even a horse race (as there is a race
course close to here) but in the evening we could see the fire works at the city by cHmbjng the
top of the barracks. in the daytime the Forts fired occasionally but the 4th didnt pass off
without some excitement about ten last eve we was turned out by the cry of murder coming
from a negro hut close by - we all rushed to the scene & found some soldiers that had been
drinking leaving the house just then the guard came up & made chase for them - fired once at
them - finally caught one just as was going over the fence. the others got away. they got
.1igh1 & set out to (???) or kill, the negro didnt know which - think they will get tired of having
the soldiers here by & bye and send them home I hope so if they only send us East tho we get
along very well now ......
Your Loving Husband
WM Porter

Letter# 48

Washington , D.C.
July 21, 1865

My dear wife
.. .it has been a real hot day and now at 4 PM. sitting in the shade the sweat will drop from
me - But my whereabouts now - we left Fort Snyder last Saturday at dark - This company &
2 others turned our guns into Ft. Baker & came to Washington then marched around till 2
oclock sunday morning then camped for the nt. - or day - as it was most day then - on Sunday
we went into Sibley (Bell) tents close to Lincoln Hospital - calculated to relieve troops there
but monday we was ordered back to the city. we are now in the western part of the city
watching U. Sam property such as old weapons harness' etc. have nothing but a club to guard
with - I am up every other night on guard ... when off duty can go anywhere about town & I
was over to the (??) yesterday about three miles - coming back we called into the Navy Yard
& see the Ironclad "Montauk" her name - she has been down to Charleston & in the
engagements on Fort Sumpter - I counted 34 dents in her turret where solid shot had struck
her - one hole thru the side just above water and two through the smoke stack ...

(Editors note: rest of letter illegible)

Letter #54

Fort Baker, D.C.
August 21, 1865

My dear Wife
..... There is quite a stir here Today - getting ready for a ball the officers is going to have
tonight - they are scrubbing floors & dishes - cutting grass and policing grounds & a lot
making wreathes and triming the room - I expect they will have quite a time - I understand a
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number of generals from the city vicinity is to be here also a large assortment of the fair sex
- to while away the small hours of the night - ... & write soon to your loving husband & best
friend
Willis M. Porter

Letter# 55

Fort Baker, D.C.
Aug 25, 1865

My dearest absent one ... I am on guard so you see that brings me up here at midnight - I am
now one of the 6 in our Co. that was favored by being exalted to the rank of corporal -... day
before yesterday to date from July 1st 1865 - the position isnt much but one gets $18 instead
of $16 a private per month - I have just posted my relief of 6 men & now I only have to stay
here in the Guard House awake but two hours with nothing but to see the men dont go to sleep
on post & let the prisoners out - we have 7 now under guard most all of them for going down
town & staying over their pass, etc. also if the Officer of the day comes along to receive the
countersign which tonight is "vancover'' the countersign two nights ago was "Douglass" ...
Fri. Eve
Dear one ..... I have been at work since coming off guard sewing some shiverons on my coat & a
stripe on the side of each pants leg - we drilled on artjller:y also tonight that is quite
interesting to a new beginner- .....
Your True & loving husband & affectionate friend
Willis M. Porter

Letter# 56

Fort Baker, D.C.
Aug.30, 1865

..... there is quite a stir in the Regt about going to Texas - it seems the Gov't is going to
send a lot of teams there & they say all that will go can get their discharge to go as guard &
teamaster - get $30 per month .....but I think I shall travel north when I get the "spread eagle"
or rather my discharge. What say you! the officers is going out fast now-... 1 hope the
officers will all go & then there will be a chance for our discharge ...
Ever your husband & friend
Willis M. Porter
(Editor's note: discription here of "darkie church meeting" is illegible)

Letter #57

Fort Baker, D.C.
Sept. 1, 1865

My dear One
.... I suppose if nothing prevents - 2 Vols (the Reg't) will be at home soon - the orders came
this PM. to muster out rolls and be mustered out jmmedjately. Dont know how long it will take
- tho some of the officers think they can get ready to start within (5) five days .. .it would
have done you good to have heard the cheers which went up when the news came to the Co . the boys was wild for joy .....
Your True
Willie
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Letter# 58

Fort David, D.C.
Sept 7, 1865

My dear Etta,
.... .I am on guard often on about every other day - ... this Fort is about half a mile from Ft.
Baker - I and three more is here - It begins to look a little encouraging about getting home now
- today out Regimental Quarter Master turned over all his stars to his successor & two Co.s
that has been away reported to the next Fort from Baker tonight ... the Express bill was higher
than what the agent told me but I think he must made a mistake as Josiah sent one weight 35
lbs which cost about $3.00 I believe - I sent my wollen blanket in J's box so to not have it to
carry going home - I think you done very well selling the clothing if you get the pay perhaps
the other shirt you better not sell I suppose you couldnt get near for it what it cost me - and it
will be a warm one this winter to wear - I may buy one or two more though money is getting
scarce I've paid out about $20 in all for clothing to send home - beside what I bought for
myself - Josiah has money I can have as well as not if I want - think some of buying me a pr.
of boots can get a pr. cheap I think - I am tired of Uncle Sam's broges - ... I hope you will be at
liberty one week from today - if nothing prevents the officers think to be in Me. next thursday
I believe - if we are mustered out monday as expect can start monday nt. tho may be a day or
two later - cant you get someone to take the school off your hands as I shall want Etta to go to
Pushaw with me - tho perhaps the agent will put the school off a week or two - do you expect
to always have to keep school - I hope not dont you? Camp meeting closed here monday
morning ... it is 1/2 past 9 so I will go to bed. Good nt my Etta
morn .... I dont know where the Regt will be mustered out yet some say to B. & some to
Augusta - ... ever Your Affectionate Husband
Willis M. Porter
Mrs. E.H. Porter
saturday morn
well etta I shall (??) go to Washington Pass this morning I want to get me some stripes for
pants also I want to ascend the capitol again if it is open to spectators It is quite cool this
morn seems some like fall in Maine ... I shall look forward to time to go home with a degree of
anxiety to see the time when I shall be a free boy again (a citizen) .. with much love for Etta I
am - Your Husband
Willis M. Porter

Saturday morning Sept 9
Dear Etta
I was to late to send this to the office yesterday - so will try this morning - the muster
out rolls was sent to Head Quarters yesterday & they wasnt right they was sent back - with
an order - that if they wasnt made out by M. the officers would be recommended for dismisal
from the service without pay so you see there is something to urge them to activity now
Josiah was taken quite sick in the night & the Dr. just sent him to the Hospital about 1/4 a
mile off - I am sorry to have him sick just as we are going home I hope tho he will soon be
over it - I shall go over to see him as soon as I get through washing I will now close & hope to
see you soon Etta your loving Husband
Willis M. Porter

(Editor's note: Final letter in the wartime sequence. Mustered out Sept. 11, 1865)
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Editor's Note: There are a few more letters in the collection. Willis returned to Maine in
September, 1865, but it was some time before he and Etta had their own home. Willis worked
with his father in their lumber mill. Willis and Etta had seven children, three boys and four
girls, before Willis' death in 1891. Their youngest son, David Richard Porter, was the first
Rhodes Scholar from the state of Maine, appointed in 1904.
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IMPORTANT INVOLVEMENTS

1863

1864

1865

October 14

-

Battle of Bristoe Station, Va.

November 25

-

Mine Run Campaign

February 6

-

Morton's Ford, Va.

May6-11

-

Battle of the Wilderness, Va.

May 12

-

Battle of Spotsylvania, Va. (Wounded in left arm)

February 5

-

Hatcher's Run, Va.

March 29

-

Dinwiddie Court House, Va.

April 3

-

Northern Armies capture Petersburg and Richmond, Va.

April 5

-

Amelia Springs, Va.

April 7

-

Farmville, Va.

April 9

-

Surrender of General Lee at Appomattox Court House, Va.

April 14

-

Assassination of President Lincoln

May 3-16

-

March northward to Alexandria, Va.

June 1

-

Transferred to Co. K 1st Maine Heavy Artillery Vols.

July 1

-

Promoted to Corporal

September 11

-

Mustered out
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Third Grandchild,
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